
HealthFlex Exchange 
New Option for Plan Sponsors; 

More Choice for Your Participants

Empowering your participants to choose the best plan 
for their health and financial needs
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New Option—HealthFlex Exchange

Aligns with Changing Health Care Landscape 

The Center for Health is introducing HealthFlex Exchange—available to a limited number of groups  
starting with the 2016 plan year. HealthFlex Exchange gives participants greater choice across 
more HealthFlex plans (with varying plan designs and premium costs). When combined with 
comprehensive online and telephonic decision support resources, HealthFlex Exchange gives  
participants flexibility to choose coverage that best fits their health needs and financial situations. 
HealthFlex Exchange encourages greater accountability by participants for health care costs and 
utilization, while retaining the valued HealthFlex benefits and wellness opportunities that participants 
have come to expect. 

HealthFlex Exchange gives an option to continue offering a group  health plan, but with greater 
certainty about costs through a “defined contribution” model—potentially  
at a lower cost-share than you have provided historically. All this comes with trusted plan administration 
and operational support through the General Board of Pension and Health Benefits (General Board). 

New photo to come
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HealthFlex Exchange—Closer Look

HealthFlex Exchange is a plan selection model that puts more plan choices into participants’ hands.  
With HealthFlex Exchange, participants can choose from five HealthFlex plan designs, each coupled  
with one of four pharmacy plans. With a fixed contribution from the plan sponsor, participants have the option 
to “buy up” to a more generous plan or “save” by selecting a less generous plan—choices that encourage 
participant engagement, consumerism and accountability.

Even with this greater participant choice, HealthFlex Exchange retains the HealthFlex plan framework, 
including the same broad national networks, carriers and wellness programs. HealthFlex premium 
rating and risk pool management methodologies will not change with HealthFlex Exchange. 

More Cost Control and Predictability for Plan Sponsors 

More Choice for Participants 

 Every year, the annual conference or other plan sponsor will designate a non-taxable1 defined
contribution (DC)—a fixed dollar amount for each HealthFlex participant.

 This DC amount will be determined by each plan sponsor. Plan sponsors may choose to:
– Provide the same per-participant DC amount regardless of tier (participant vs. family coverage); or
– Vary the DC amount by health plan coverage tier or other limited factors [e.g., different DC

amounts for active vs. retired (pre-Medicare) participants].

 Separately, the conference plan sponsor also has the option to pass through the DC directly to the
church or blend the DC across churches along with the conference board of pensions support.

 Participants will use the allocated DC amount to “shop” for a health plan and pay for some or
all premiums for the HealthFlex plan of their choice. The DC will appear as a “credit toward
purchase” when the participant chooses a HealthFlex plan including dental and vision.

 Participants will choose from all available HealthFlex plan designs (five medical plan options for
2016). 

– Participants who choose plans costing less than their defined contribution credit amount can
“bank” the overage: the unspent DC balance will be credited by HealthFlex to the participant’s
health reimbursement account (HRA) or health savings account (HSA), depending on the
health plan he or she selects. The annual overage amount (i.e., unspent DC balance) will not
be credited in a lump sum; rather, it will be available on a prorated, monthly basis over the
following plan year. Internal Revenue Code (IRC) limits for annual HSA contributions will apply.

– Participants who choose plans costing more than the defined contribution credit amount will
see a monthly cost, which commits them to payroll deductions from their salary-paying unit
(SPU) to cover the cost difference between the DC amount they receive and their higher actual
cost for monthly premiums (i.e., the participant’s share of the premium cost).

 With greater choice also comes greater decision support resources through Businessolver
(HealthFlex’s eligibility and enrollment vendor) to help participants select the HealthFlex plan
that best aligns with their budget, medical needs, family demographics and risk tolerance for
unplanned medical expenses.

1  DC amounts are considered employer contributions toward group health plan coverage through HealthFlex Exchange, so they 
are nontaxable, just as employer/plan sponsor contributions toward premiums are nontaxable today in traditional HealthFlex plans.
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Building on HealthFlex Strengths

HealthFlex Exchange builds on established HealthFlex strengths while aligning with new directions in the 
national health care landscape, unique aspects of church health plans, and changing plan sponsor needs. 

Key Features 

 Comprehensive HealthFlex “Brand”
HealthFlex Exchange will have some elements similar to “private exchanges,” including
participant flexibility and choice, enhanced decision support resources (web and phone), and
greater control and predictability of plan sponsor costs compared with the traditional HealthFlex
model. Importantly, HealthFlex Exchange remains a HealthFlex group health plan. As such,
HealthFlex Exchange will offer many of the same resources as traditional HealthFlex plans,
including the same award-winning wellness programs and vendors; the same carriers and
networks for medical, pharmacy, vision, behavioral health and dental coverage; as well as the
same underlying risk management and premium rating methodology, customer service and
administrative support that accompany all HealthFlex plans.

 HealthFlex Plan Designs
HealthFlex Exchange offers the same plan designs that are available to all HealthFlex plan
sponsors. The key difference is in choice—HealthFlex Exchange puts the power of plan choice
into the participants’ hands:

– Under the traditional model, plan sponsors select one or two medical plan options coupled with
pharmacy plans for all their participants. The plan sponsor also chooses whether to offer dental
or the materials (full service) vision plan to their entire population.

– With HealthFlex Exchange, plan sponsors will give their participants a choice among five
medical plans, each coupled with one of four prescription drug plan designs.

– Dental coverage will be optional for all participants through HealthFlex Exchange; the plan
sponsor does not choose whether or not to offer dental.

– Basic vision exam coverage is included with all HealthFlex Exchange plans; the option to “buy
up” for full service vision coverage (e.g., materials benefit) is available to all participants.  The
"buy up" is currently provided to PNW Conference participants.

 Similar Online Election Process
During the Annual Election period in November, HealthFlex Exchange participants will use a
similar election process as other HealthFlex participants—entering the Businessolver system
for plan selection through the HealthFlex/WebMD Web portal or by calling the General Board’s
Health Team. However, HealthFlex Exchange participants will have access to special decision
support resources beyond those available to the general HealthFlex population.

 Limited Disruption
Because coverage remains under the HealthFlex umbrella, HealthFlex Exchange limits disruption
to participants, compared with alternatives such as moving to individual insurance through the
private market or public Health Insurance Marketplace.
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Building on HealthFlex Strengths (continued)

As a new offering, HealthFlex Exchange builds on strengths of the traditional HealthFlex model and adds 
the following new core exchange elements:

• DC model for plan sponsor cost-share—Annual conference plan sponsors will fundamentally
shift how they “pass along” or bill plan premiums to the local church. With HealthFlex Exchange,
conferences and local churches will assume responsibility for a fixed amount (the “defined
contribution” amount), regardless of which plans are selected by each participant. It is this DC
amount that participants will use to shop for their HealthFlex plans.

• More participant choice—For the participant, a major change will be greater flexibility and choice.
In turn, this will challenge the participant to understand the different plan designs and the DC concept,
in order to make the best choice for one’s own circumstances. This may make higher out-of-pocket
costs more palatable, since participants can choose whether or not to select a plan with higher
premium costs.

• Decision-making support—To complement this increased participant flexibility and choice through
HealthFlex Exchange, the General Board will provide participants with access to decision support
resources, including online assistance and personalized assistance by phone (through Businessolver).

“HealthFlex” Exchange 

HealthFlex Exchange should not be confused with the Health Insurance Marketplace  
(i.e., federal and state public exchanges established through the Affordable Care Act), or with 
private exchanges offered by consulting groups and some insurance carriers to employers  
for employee group coverage. 

Although HealthFlex Exchange will have some elements similar to private exchanges—including 
participant choice, enhanced decision support resources and plan sponsor defined contributions—
HealthFlex Exchange remains a self-insured HealthFlex group health plan offered through the 
General Board’s Center for Health—with the same carriers, networks, wellness programs, 
incentives and Center for Health administration that all HealthFlex plans share.

HealthFlex Exchange is a new HealthFlex product offering exclusively for United Methodist Church 
(UMC) plan sponsors and participants. 
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HealthFlex Exchange at-a-Glance

Features Consistent Across All HealthFlex Plans 

Features Unique to HealthFlex Exchange 

HealthFlex Exchange offers many of the same core elements shared 
by all HealthFlex products.

 Self-insured, group health plan

 Single medical carrier— UnitedHealthcare for PNW Conference and Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Illinois for Alaska Conference

 All current HealthFlex plan vendors (Catamaran, CIGNA, United Behavioral Health, VSP)

 Comprehensive, award-winning HealthFlex wellness program

 Plan sponsor rates based on individual population and actual claims experience; combined with
risk-pooling for certain medium and large claims

 Trusted support from the General Board

 Defined contribution, offers cost control and sustainability for plan sponsors

 Diverse plan choices for participants

 More choice encourages greater participant engagement, consumerism and accountability

3 

HealthFlex Exchange
Conceptual Framework

Gold Bronze 

Participant pays church 

Church pays 
conference 

HealthFlex Exchange  
Multiple Plan Options: Participant 

chooses plan 

Conference pays 
CFH 100% billed 

Conceptual Framework
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Defined Contribution (DC)

The defined contribution is a key component of HealthFlex Exchange. The DC enables annual conferences  
to fundamentally shift how they share premium costs between the local church and the participant. (The DC 
for employer groups will be more direct: employer to participant. For illustration purposes, the discussion 
below focuses on the annual conference/local church/clergyperson relationship.)

DC is $8,400 to participant; assumes each church is assigned to pay $6,600 for each full-time pastor.  The difference is 

paid by the confreence board of pensions. (See Conceptual Framework on page 6.) Step 1
• Participant A (at Local Church A) chooses $7,764 plan not including dental and full vision ($636 less than DC) - lowest cost option
• Participant B (at Local Church B) chooses $8,400 plan including dental and full vision (equal to DC) - lowest cost with dental & vision
• Participant C (at Local Church C) chooses $9,082 plan ($682 more than DC) - current CDHP, dental and vision

Step 2
HealthFlex will invoice the plan sponsor (conference/employer) for $25,882 over the course of the year for these three 
participants ($7,764 + $8,400 + $9,082) + $636 overage to be deposited into Participant A’s HRA or HSA. Additionally, the plan 
sponsor will collect $682 from Participant C (via the local church) to cover the $9,082 plan.

Step 3
Plan sponsor bills local church/SPU $19,800 ($6,600 per full time pastor).  Conference board of pensions covers the difference.

Local Church A pays $6,600; Local Church B pays $6,600 and Local Church C pays $7,282 ($6,600 DC + $682 participant 
contribution) to plan sponsor.

Step 4
Conference/employer pays $25,882 premium to HealthFlex.

Step 5
Plan (HealthFlex) deposits any overage between participant’s DC amount and premium for plan selected into participant’s HRA  
or HSA account. (In the example above, the plan deposits the prorated monthly share of the remaining $636 into Participant A’s 
HRA or HSA each month, e.g., $53 per month.)

What the DC Is 

How the DC Works for Plan Sponsors 

Defined Contribution Actual Example - PNW 

The DC is a fixed amount that the plan sponsor (conference board of pensions) allocates for each 
HealthFlex participant within its population. 

Plan sponsors will designate the fixed DC amount for their participants’ coverage. Importantly, the DC is 
based on an amount determined by each plan sponsor and may vary by coverage tier or group type—
but not by which plan participants select.

The annual conference bills each local church for the predetermined DC amount, plus any participant 
costs that are determined by plan selection that should be withheld from the participant’s pay (e.g., FSA 
or HSA contributions). 
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Defined Contribution (DC) (continued)

How the DC Works for Participants 

More Choice 

Participants will see the DC “credit” to be paid by the plan sponsor toward their health plan 
premiums. Participants will use the DC amount (DC credit) to shop across all available HealthFlex 
plan choices (five medical plan designs in 2016). Participants can choose the HealthFlex coverage 
that best fits their financial situation, health needs, household demographics and personal risk tolerance 
for unplanned expenses. The annual DC amount is prorated for individuals who join HealthFlex  or 
make changes mid-year.  DC amount handled a little different for clergy couples/conference lay staff!

By giving participants more choice and independence for selecting their HealthFlex plan, 
HealthFlex Exchange puts more control into the participants’ hands.

With HealthFlex Exchange, participants can now select how they prefer to pay for their medical 
costs, from a point-of-purchase perspective that weighs premium costs against their expected 
benefits utilization and resulting out-of-pocket costs. Some (i.e., those anticipating higher medical 
usage) may choose to pay higher premium costs upfront for a “gold” plan so they can experience 
a lower deductible and lower out-of-pocket costs during the year. Others (i.e., those anticipating 
less medical usage) may choose to pay less upfront for a “silver” plan, but possibly incur a higher 
deductible and higher out-of-pocket expenses throughout the year based on actual utilization. Both 
types of plan designs encourage participant accountability as health care consumers.

 Participants who choose more-costly HealthFlex plans that exceed their DC amount will contribute
to their monthly plan premiums via pre-tax salary reductions by relying on the Code Section 125
cafeteria plan component of HealthFlex].  Would also include deductions for spouse/family
coverge selection beyond the DC amount.

 Participants who choose less-costly HealthFlex plans may receive additional contributions to their
health reimbursement account (HRA) or health savings account (HSA) (depending on the plan
selected) for any unspent portion of the annual DC; any DC overage amount will be deposited
on a prorated, monthly basis into the individuals’ health account (HRA or HSA).
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More Participant Responsibility for Premiums

Many participants in HealthFlex Exchange may see a change in their share of premium payment. This may 
be a significant change for clergy whose churches previously paid the entire premium for very generous 
plans. Under HealthFlex Exchange, participants who choose more generous plans will likely shoulder more 
responsibility for premium payments.

Scenario 1 premium exceeds DC… 
Participant selects more generous plan

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Participant pays any 
“extra” premium above  
the DC amount to the 
local church via a pre-tax 
salary deduction.

Local church adds DC 
amount to collected 
participant contribution.* 

Local church sends 
the full amount (DC + 
additional participant 
payment, if applicable) 
to annual conference.

Conference combines 
all participant/church 
funding and pays 100% 
of premiums for selected 
plans to HealthFlex.

Scenario 2 premium is less than DC… 
Participant selects less generous plan

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Participant receives  
DC “credit” from plan 
sponsor that is higher 
than premium of the  
plan selected.

Any DC balance 
remaining after participant 
selects plan will be 
credited to participant’s 
HRA or HSA, for use the 
following plan year.** DC 
credits will be made on a 
prorated, monthly basis.

Local church sends the 
full amount (DC per 
participant) to annual 
conference.

Conference pays 100%  
of premiums to HealthFlex, 
but no less than the DC 
for any one participant.

* DC amount for each church is determined by the annual conference and may vary from the actual DC that the participant
receives if the conference chooses to blend the DC across churches. Some local churches/SPUs may decide at their
own discretion to cover participants’ cost-share above the DC for higher-premium plans; but in most cases, participants
who select higher-premium plans will bear responsibility for paying the higher costs above the DC amount.

** HRA/HSA may be credited during the current plan year if mid-year change is made due to change-of-status event 
(e.g., marriage, divorce, birth of a child, etc.)
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Expanding the HealthFlex Plan Menu

The Center for Health will introduce three new HealthFlex medical plan designs for 2016 (see table), for a total 
of five plan options. Medical plans will be coupled with an appropriate pharmacy (Rx) plan for 2016. These 
plan designs are available to all HealthFlex plan sponsors: those choosing HealthFlex Exchange and those 
maintaining their traditional benefits administration model. Participants in HealthFlex Exchange will have 
access to all five medical plan choices.

Actuarial Equivalence 
Plans—Medical and Rx

Medical Plans—2016 Rx Plans—2016

Gold (~80%) B1000 
Deductible: $1,000/$2,000 
Co-insurance 80%/20% 
Co-payments apply for some 
services 

P1—Slight increase to co-payments 
and co-insurance maximums 
compared to 2015, combined OOP 
maximum with B1000 

CDHP (C2000)  
HRA: $1,000/$2,000  
Deductible: $2,000/$4,000 
Co-insurance 80%/20%

P2—More significant increase to 
co-payments and co-insurance 
maximums compared to 2015, 
combined OOP maximum with 
C2000

HDHP (H1500)—New  
HSA $750/$1,500  
Deductible: $1,500/$3,000 
(includes Rx)  
Co-insurance 80%/20%

P3—New  
$1,500 deductible combined with 
medical, combined OOP maximum 
with H1500; after deductible, plan 
design is similar to P2

Silver (~70%) HDHP (H2000)—New  
HSA $500/$1,000  
Deductible: $2,000/$4,000 
(includes Rx)  
Co-insurance 70%/30%

P4—New  
$2,000 deductible combined with 
medical, combined OOP maximum 
with H2000; after deductible, plan 
design is similar to P2 

CDHP (C3000)—New  
HRA $250/$500  
Deductible: $3,000/$6,000 
Co-insurance 50%/50%

P2—More significant increase 
to co-payments and co-payment 
maximums compared to 2015, 
combined OOP maximum with 
C3000

OOP: Out-of-pocket maximum
CDHP: consumer-driven health plan
HDHP: high-deductible health plan
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HRAs vs. HSAs

Four of the five HealthFlex plan designs for 2016 include a health reimbursement account (HRA) or health 
savings account (HSA). Both are tax-advantaged accounts aimed at health care expenses. However, HRAs 
and HSAs have some important differences. 

HealthFlex HRA HealthFlex HSA

Funded by plan/plan sponsor (annual conference or 
employer), not employee/participant. 

No annual limit

Funded by plan/plan sponsor or employee/participant, 
or both. 

Annual federal limit in 2015: $3,350 (self-only coverage) 
or $6,650 (family coverage). Individuals 55 and older 
can contribute an additional $1,000 annually.

Full annual HealthFlex HRA plan allocation is available 
as of January 1. 

Any credit from unused defined contribution will be 
credited on a monthly, prorated basis.

Full amount of HealthFlex HSA plan allocation is 
available as of January 1. 

Participant contributions are available only at the 
beginning of the month in which they are contributed. 

Any credit from unused defined contribution will be 
credited on a monthly, prorated basis.

Can be used only for eligible health expenses. Can be used for health expenses. (Can also be used for 
non-health expenses, but a tax penalty may apply when 
used for non-health expenses before IRC-defined age.)

Unspent balance carries over from year to year while 
the participant remains appointed or employed with 
the UMC and through retirement. No dollar limit on 
accumulated HRA balance.

Unspent balance carries over year to year. 

No dollar limit on accumulated HSA balance, but annual 
contribution limits apply.

Account is notional employer dollars. Participants 
who lose eligibility for the HRA (typically by leaving 
employment with the UMC) generally have one year  
to spend HRA balances. After one year, any remaining 
HRA funds are forfeited to the plan.

Account belongs to the individual, so unspent balance 
remains with the participant, regardless of employment.

Can be connected to most types of group health plans. 
HRAs cannot be used for HDHP expenses until the IRC 
statutory deductible is met. 

A HealthFlex full-use HRA will not be allowed for 
individuals in the HDHP—it must be converted to 
a limited-use HRA.

Must be connected to a qualified high-deductible health 
plan (HDHP) for contributions to be made in that plan 
year. Accumulated balance can be spent even if not  
in an HDHP.

Does not earn interest. Assets may earn tax-deferred interest.



Q:  What is the difference between a health reimbursement account (HRA), a health savings account 
(HSA)	and	a	flexible	spending	account	(FSA)?

A: HRAs, HSAs and FSAs are tax-exempt arrangements tied to health plans. All are subject to Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) rules, but differ in key ways.

 An HRA is funded by the “employer” (HealthFlex plan, annual conference or employer plan sponsor). 
HRA monies may only be used for eligible health care expenses. Unspent HRA balances roll over year 
to year while the participant remains in the plan or otherwise eligible for the HRA (typically as long  
as employed by the UMC). There is no limit to the HRA amount that can accumulate through rollovers.  
If the participant leaves the UMC or is no longer eligible for the HRA, remaining HRA balances return  
to the plan. (HealthFlex provides a one-year run-out period for the terminated participant to use the  
HRA balance; after one year, any remaining balance returns to HealthFlex.) An HRA may be combined 
with most health plan designs, including PPOs and consumer-driven health plans (CDHPs). A full-use  
HRA cannot legally be used for high-deductible health plan (HDHP) expenses until the deductible 
has been met. Individuals who enroll in the HealthFlex HDHPs through HealthFlex Exchange, were 
previously enrolled in a plan with an HRA and who have a remaining balance will be required to convert 
any remaining HRA monies into a “limited-use” HRA, which can only be used for dental and vision 
expenses. HRAs do not earn interest.

 An HSA can be funded by the employee on a tax-advantaged basis while covered by an HDHP or by the 
“employer” (including the HealthFlex plan). Although HSA monies are intended for health care expenses, 
they may be spent on non-health expenses (however, a tax penalty may apply). HSA funds also roll over 
year to year. If the participant leaves the plan, any remaining HSA balance remains the property of the 
participant. An individual must be enrolled in a qualified HDHP to make individual contributions or receive 
employer contributions to an HSA in any plan year. HSAs may earn interest. The employer contribution to 
the HSA is mandatory with the HDHP, but employee contributions are optional. Although some HSAs may 
allow additional employer contributions from the local church, the HealthFlex HSA does not.

 An FSA is funded by the participant through pre-tax salary deductions. FSAs are optional—participants 
may elect an FSA during the Annual Election period (or when certain life status events occur). There 
are two types of FSA: health FSA (also called medical reimbursement account or MRA) and dependent 
care account (DCA). MRA and DCA may be elected separately and have different rules. Individuals with 
a HealthFlex HDHP may not elect to make MRA (health FSA) contributions, but are allowed to make 
pre-tax contributions to their HSA up to IRS limits. For the HealthFlex MRA, a limit of $500 in unspent 
balance may be carried over for up to one year. Individuals with an HDHP may carry over this amount  
to a limited-use health FSA (MRA) that cannot be used for medical or pharmacy expenses. (DCA has no 
carry-over allowance.) If the participant leaves the plan, he or she forfeits any FSA balance remaining 
after termination (remaining balance returns to HealthFlex). FSAs do not earn interest.
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HRA, HSA, FSA



HRA HSA FSA (MRA or DCA)

Eligibility CDHP and PPO 
participants;  
HDHP participants will 
be required to convert 
any remaining balance 
to limited-use HRA

HDHP participants only MRA: CDHP and PPO participants only 

DCA: all HealthFlex plans

Annual limit None $3,350 individual, $6,350 family 
(2015 limits).  
Individuals age 55 and older 
can contribute an additional 
$1,000

$2,550 MRA  

$5,000 DCA

Carry-over 
permitted?

Yes Yes MRA: $500 can be carried over to following 
plan year; balance of MRA funds must be 
used for same plan year expenses or lost; 
4-month run-out period for submitting plan 
year expenses (already incurred)

Special rules for participants in an HDHP 
with HSA: MRA not permitted. However,  
up to $500 MRA carry-over from prior plan’s 
MRA will be converted to a limited-use MRA.

 DCA: Must be used for same plan year 
expenses or lost; 4-month run-out  
period for submitting plan year expenses

Funding 
frequency

Funded annually Plan-inclusive amount funded 
annually; DC overage and 
participant contributions funded 
monthly

MRA: funded annually 

DCA: funded monthly

Tax exempt 
participant 
contributions

No Yes, up to annual limit (includes 
participant and plan sponsor 
contributions)

Yes

Tax exempt 
plan sponsor 
contributions

Yes Yes, up to annual limit (includes 
participant and plan sponsor 
contributions)

Yes, up to $5,000 for DCA 

Accessible to  
family members 
not in plan

No Yes, as long as the IRS 
definition of dependent is met

Yes

Run-out after 
termination from 
UMC

365 days N/A, portable None; 90-day run-out period to submit 
expenses incurred prior to termination

Interest	earning No Yes No

Uses Qualified medical 
expenses defined under 
§213(d) of the Internal
Revenue Code (IRC). 
unless designated 
“limited use”

Qualified medical expenses 
defined under §213(d) of the 
Internal Revenue Code (IRC). 
Can also be used for continuation 
coverage premiums, long-term 
care insurance, and Medicare 
premiums. [Can be used for 
other non-health expenses, but 
with a tax penalty, if applicable 
(e.g., under age 65).]

Qualified medical expenses defined under 
§213(d) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
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Please note: This comparison highlights key differences and similarities between the HealthFlex plans offered  
in 2016. All plans use the same network of providers (physicians, hospitals and other health care providers) and 
the same prescription drug formularies. Benefits can vary significantly depending on whether participants choose 
in-network or out-of-network* providers. Benefits described in this document assume in-network providers. 

To help participants offset out-of-pocket costs, many plans offer a health reimbursement account (HRA) or health 
savings account (HSA) that can be used to pay for eligible unreimbursed expenses, such as the deductible, co-payments 
and co-insurance amounts described below. If all the funds in the HRA or HSA are not spent during a calendar year, 
the remaining amount will roll over to the following year, with no cap on accumulated rolled-over funds as long as 
the participant is eligible for the HRA or HSA. For those who select a high-deductible health plan (HDHP), access to 
previously accumulated HRA funds will be limited to dental and vision expenses. 

The deductible, co-payment and annual expenses up to the out-of-pocket limit are the participant’s responsibility 
to pay. All other “benefits” are the amounts or percentages that the plan (HealthFlex) pays for a service. If  
a participant does not take the HealthQuotient (HQ) during the 2015 incentive period, the deductible will be 
increased by $250 (individual coverage) or $500 (family coverage)—see Standard Deductible** details below. 

Health Accounts Comparison [includes health reimbursement account (HRA) and health savings account (HSA)]

Health Account Type 
and Funding

B1000 CDHP C2000 
“Gold"-Similar

CDHP C3000 
“Silver”

HDHP H1500 
“Gold”

HDHP H2000 
“Silver”

HRA Single/Family No HRA  
 

$1,000/$2,000 $250/$500 Not applicable Not applicable

HSA Single/Family Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable $750/$1,500 $500/$1,000

Medical Plan Benefits Comparison

Plan Feature B1000 CDHP C2000 
“Gold”-Similar

CDHP C3000 
“Silver”

HDHP H1500 
“Gold”

HDHP H2000 
“Silver”

Lifetime Benefit Maximum None None None None None
Annual Deductible  
(Participant pays)  
“Family” deductible amount 
applies if at least one dependent is 
covered. (See Standard Deductible 
footnote.)

$1,000 per person 
$2,000 per family  

Deductible includes 
medical and 
behavioral health. 
Co-payments are  
not included in 
annual deductible.

$2,000 per person 
$4,000 per family  

Deductible includes 
medical and 
behavioral health. 

$3,000 per person 
$6,000 per family  

Deductible includes 
medical and 
behavioral health. 

$1,500 per person 
$3,000 per family  

Deductible includes 
medical,  
behavioral health 
and pharmacy.

$2,000 per person 
$4,000 per family  

Deductible includes 
medical,  
behavioral health 
and pharmacy.

Co-insurance 
• Plan pays

• Participant pays

•  80% after
deductible

• 20%

•  80% after
deductible

• 20%

•  50% after
deductible

• 50%

•  80% after
deductible

• 20%

•  70% after
deductible

• 30%

* Out-of-Network: Any and all benefits to be paid are subject to Reasonable and Customary provisions, meaning reimbursements are limited to the
Maximum Allowance under the plan. Covered individuals are responsible for amounts out-of-network providers charge in excess of the Maximum
Allowance.

 ** Standard Deductible: Assumes participant and covered spouse (if applicable) meet HealthQuotient (HQ) incentive requirement in 2015. 
Please note: If participant does not take the HealthQuotient during the incentives period, the deductible will be increased by $250 for individuals
or those with only children covered (no spouse in HealthFlex). The deductible will be increased by $500 if the spouse is also covered and either the
spouse or the primary participant does not take the HQ.
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Plan Feature B1000 CDHP C2000 
“Gold”-Similar

CDHP C3000 
“Silver”

HDHP H1500 
“Gold”

HDHP H2000 
“Silver”

Annual Out-of-Pocket Maximum—
Combined Medical and Pharmacy 
Costs (Participant pays)  
Includes annual deductible,  
co-insurance and office visit  
co-payments. Excludes any 
charges in excess of Reasonable 
and Customary charges and non-
participating hospital admission 
co-payment. (See Out-of-Network 
footnote.)

In Network  
$5,000 individual  
$10,000 family  
(with P1 pharmacy 
plan)  

$5,500 individual 
$11,000 family  
(with P2 pharmacy 
plan*)

In Network  
$6,000 individual 
$12,000 family

In Network  
$6,500 individual 
$13,000 family

In Network  
$6,000 individual 
$12,000 family

In Network  
$6,500 individual 
$13,000 family

Primary Care Physician (PCP) 
Office Visits  
Primary care physicians include 
internists, general practitioners, 
family practitioners, obstetricians, 
gynecologists and pediatricians

$30 co-payment, 
then plan pays 100%

Plan pays 80% after 
deductible

Plan pays 50% after 
deductible

Plan pays 80% after 
deductible

Plan pays 70% after 
deductible

Preventive Care 
•  Well child benefits

(under age 16)
•  Well adult benefits

(16 and over)
•  Colonoscopy (covered once

every three years for participants
age 45 and older)

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Outpatient Therapies  
Physical therapy,  
occupational therapy,  
speech therapy, dietitian visit, 
chiropractor visit

$30 co-payment, 
then plan pays 100%

Plan pays 80% after 
deductible

Plan pays 50% after 
deductible

Plan pays 80% after 
deductible

Plan pays 70% after 
deductible

Specialist Office Visits $50 co-payment, 
then plan pays 100%

Plan pays 80% after 
deductible 

Plan pays 50% after 
deductible 

Plan pays 80% after 
deductible 

Plan pays 70% after 
deductible

Outpatient Services  
Includes outpatient surgery, 
outpatient care and outpatient 
diagnostic services in a hospital, 
independent lab and X-ray facility

80% after deductible 80% after deductible 50% after deductible 80% after deductible 70% after deductible

Emergency Care  
Notification required within 
48 hours if admitted
• Physician office

• Hospital emergency room

•  Outpatient facility or other
urgent care facility

•  Ambulance (must be a true
emergency as defined in
the plan)

•  $30 co-payment
per PCP visit or
$50 co-payment
per specialist visit,
then plan pays
100% 

•  $200 co-payment1,  
then plan pays
100% 

•  $100 co-payment1,
then plan pays
100% 

•  80% after
deductible

•  80% after
deductible

•  50% after
deductible

•  80% after
deductible

•  70% after
deductible

Medical Plan Benefits Comparison (continued)

* P2 pharmacy cannot be paired with B1000 through HealthFlex Exchange.
1 Waived if admitted to hospital.
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Plan Feature B1000 CDHP C2000 
“Gold”-Similar

CDHP C3000 
“Silver”

HDHP H1500 
“Gold”

HDHP H2000 
“Silver”

Maternity Care/Physician Charges 
Pre-notification required (verify 
with physician) 
•  Prenatal care (except

ultrasounds) 
•  Ultrasounds and subsequent

eligible physician charges 
(includes delivery and postnatal 
visits)

• 100%

•  80% after
deductible

• 100%

•  80% after
deductible

• 100%

•  50%  after
deductible

• 100%

•  80% after
deductible

• 100%

•  70% after
deductible

Newborn Routine Nursery 
Inpatient Services 

80% 80% 50% 80% 70%

Inpatient Hospital Care   
Pre-notification required (verify 
with physician)

80% after deductible 80% after deductible 50% after deductible 80% after deductible 70% after deductible

Alternative Therapies  
Includes massage therapy, 
acupuncture and naprapathy 
Coverage for massage therapy, 
acupuncture and naprapathy  
is limited to 35 combined visits  
per calendar year. 

50% 50% 50% 50% 50%

Special Services  
Pre-notification required 
Includes skilled nursing facility  
(120 days maximum per calendar 
year), private duty nursing, home 
health care (60-visit maximum  
per calendar year) and hospice

80% 80% 50% 80% 70%

Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs)—Availability 
• Dependent care account (DCA)—Available with all plans. Annual contribution limit: $5,000
• Medical reimbursement account (MRA)—Available with B1000, C2000 and C3000 only. Not available with H1500 or H2000.

(continued)

Medical Plan Benefits Comparison (continued)
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Pharmacy Plan Benefits Comparison

Plan Feature P1 
Available with 
B1000 only

P2  - Similar
Available with C2000  
or C3000.  
Available with B1000 
for non-Exchange only

P3 
Available with 
H1500 only

P4 
Available with 
H2000 only

Deductible None None $1,500 individual
$3,000 family

Combined with medical 
deductible

$2,000 individual
$4,000 family

Combined with medical 
deductible

Annual Out-of-Pocket Maximum—
Combined Medical and Pharmacy 
Costs

In Network 
$5,000 individual 
$10,000 family

With B1000 medical plan 
(non-HealthFlex Exchange 
only)
$5,500 individual
$11,000 family

With C2000 medical plan
$6,000 individual
$12,000 family

With C3000 medical plan
$6,500 individual
$13,000 family

In Network 
$6,000 individual 
$12,000 family

In Network 
$6,500 individual 
$13,000 family

P1 P2 - Similar P3 P4
Co-Payments Retail Mail Retail Mail Retail Mail Retail Mail
Generic $15 $35 $15 $35 $15 $35 $15 $35
Preferred Brand-Name 
• Minimum
• Maximum

20% 
• $20 min.
• $55 max.

20% 
• $50 min.
• $140 max.

25% 
• $25 min.
• $65 max.

25% 
• $60 min.
• $150 max.

25% 
• $25 min.
• $65 max.

25% 
• $60 min.
• $150 max.

25% 
• $25 min.
• $65 max.

25% 
• $60 min.
• $150 max.

Non-Preferred Brand-Name 25% 
• $40 min.
• $110 max

25% 
• $85 min.
• $240 max

30% 
• $50 min.
• $120 max

30% 
• $95 min.
• $260 max

30% 
• $50 min.
• $120 max

30% 
• $95 min.
• $260 max

30% 
• $50 min
• $120 max

30% 
• $95 min.
• $260 max

• Formulary Management Program is designed to control costs for the participant and the plan. The formulary
includes U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved Prescription Drugs that have been placed in tiers
based on their clinical effectiveness, safety and cost. Generally, Tier 1 includes Generic Drugs; Tier 2 includes
Formulary Brand-Name Drugs; and Tier 3 includes Non-Formulary Brand-Name Drugs. The formulary is the 
same for all four pharmacy plans.

• Mandatory Generics: HealthFlex (plan) will cover only the cost of the Generic Drug equivalent. If a participant
requests a Brand-Name Drug when there is an equivalent Generic Drug available, the participant will be 
charged one amount equal to the applicable Generic Drug Co-payment (e.g., $15 at retail) plus the cost
difference between the Brand-Name Drug and the Generic Drug.

• Retail Refill Allowance (RRA) Program: Under the plan, participants are allowed a total of three fills of a 
maintenance medication at a Retail Pharmacy (one original fill plus two refills), at which time the medication
must be obtained through the Catamaran Mail-Order Pharmacy. Additional fills at Retail will not be covered
by the plan; the participant will pay for such fills at the full price if a Retail Pharmacy is used, even if it is 
a Participating (in-network) pharmacy. Each Retail prescription fill can be for no more than a 30-day supply.

This summary highlights some of the features of these benefit plans. The summary is for illustrative 
purposes only and is subject to change at any time. The controlling terms and conditions of the benefit 
plan are contained in the plan documents, policies and the HealthFlex Benefit Booklet (collectively, the 
“Documents”) maintained by the General Board of Pension and Health Benefits. If there are any conflicts 
between the information in this summary and the terms of the Documents, the terms of the Documents 
shall control.

Please note: Due to federal health care reform legislation, certain benefits may be subject to change 
in the future.
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